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Abstract

lated in individual resolution cells and they dominate
the target signature. As the resolution changes from
fine to coarse, adjacent scatterers become lumped together into a single resolution cell and coherently interfere with each other, leading to characteristic changes
in amplitude and phase as a function of resolution. It
is this relationship between phase and amplitude as a
function of resolution that we exploit through the use
of a multiresolution-based detector.
Figure 1 shows three colinear scatterers each of
equal amplitude and separated by a distance D. Also
shown are the amplitude and phase of a pixel located
at the origin, plotted as a function of resolution. One
can see that coherent interference effects cause the
pixel amplitude and phase to oscillate as the resolution is varied fine to coarse. Beyond a coarse enough
resolution, however, all three scatterers are contained
in a single resolution cell and the phase and amplitude
remain constant.
Natural terrain typically consists of a large collection of small amplitude scatterers that are randomly
distributed within each resolution cell. Thus SAR imagery of terrain, i.e., clutter, is frequently modeled as
a Gaussian random field by appealing to the law of
large numbers [lo] and references therein. The result
is that the amplitude and phase of a clutter pixel vary
randomly as a function of resolution. We show that
the clutter signature becomes a Brownian motion process as a function of resolution.

We demonstrate the utility of a multiresolution approach for target detection in SAR imagery. In particular, man-made objects exhibit characteristic phase
and amplitude fluctuations as the image resolution i s
varied, while natuml terrain (i.e., clutter) has a mndom signature. We show that the multiresolution clutter process decomposes into a Brownian motion process in resolution. We then construct an optimal invariant multiresolution detector based on a derived
multiresolution increments process and show that it
significantly outperforms a standard energy detector
operating on the finest available SAR resolution.

Introduction
Many synthetic aperture radar (SAR) target detection algorithms work on a single resolution image at
the finest available resolution [6], [7]. However, there is
compelling evidence to suggest that significant performance gains can be achieved by casting the detection
problem in a multiresolution setting. We argue, using
simple physical principles, that this performance gain
is a direct result of the coherent interference effects
that occur in typical radar target signatures as the
imaging resolution is varied.
SAR images of man-made objects typically consist
of spatial patterns of bright points and lines resulting
from radar backscatter from discrete physical features
such as corners, edges, flat plates and other primative geometric shapes. The coherent radar return from
each of these discrete features, or prominent scatterers, is a complex phasor with amplitude equal to the
local radar cross-section of the target feature. At fine
enough resolutions, these prominent scatterers are is&

Mult iresolut ion Process Statistics
In our construction, we model the scene c(;c), ;c E
R2 as a collection of point scatterers, in which each
point scatterer is specified by its location zk E R2 and
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complex reflectivity
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E C:

where R(2,4';p, p') is the correlation function of
T ( g ,p ) , and cc is the variance of the iid marks { U k } .
Note that the covariance function C is completely
specified by the variance U, and the impulse response

K

k=l

w.

This approach has been used to model both clutter
[lo, and references therein] and objects that consist
of collections of point reflectors [5, for instance] (i.e.,
trihedrals or corner reflectors). We refer to c as the
complex reflectivity function.
The complex-valued SAR image, taking into account resolution, can be written as a convolution between the complex reflectivity function, c ( g ) , and the
system impulse response, h ( g ) , [12]:

The choice of the impulse response h influences the
statistics of the SAR image T ( g ,p). This is especially
true when examining T ( g ; p )as a function of resolution. For a specific spatial location go = g = g' = 0,
the covariance in resolution becomes
CEO(P, P')

= C(0,O; P , P')

-
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h*

h

dy. (5)

If the impulse response is chosen so that the correlation function R satisfies a scaling law condition [13]
with respect to resolution, then the process T ( 2 ; p )
is Gauss-Markov in resolution. For pl 5 p 5 pu the
scaling law is

If we model the locations {gk}as a Poisson point
process with intensity X(c), then c(;c) is a compound
point process or marked Poisson process with marks
{U*} [ll, Chapter 31. At each resolution, p , T(g;p)
then forms a filtered Poisson process [ l l , Chapter 41.
In the next two sections, we consider models for the
statistics of the observed radar image, T, under simple
assumptions on the statistics of the scatterer locations
{a}and their complex reflectivities { U k } .

The scaling law as it pertains to the SAR impulse
response becomes

/ h

Case 1: Natural Clutter

(2) (2)
h'

dy = *

lh

(2)h' (2)dy

For the special case where either the impulse response h ( g ) is a sinc(g) or a rect(g), the scaling relation is satisfied and the process T ( : ; p ) is GaussMarkov as a function of p. The correlation of T ( c op; )
becomes R5 ( p , p') = u ~ / m a z { pp'}
, with variance

For natural terrain, i.e., clutter, a typical assump
tion is that each resolution cell in the SAR image a
contains a large number of small amplitude scatterers. In this case, we will assume that the marks {?&}
are independent, identically distributed ( i i d ) random
variables with mean zero and covariance u:I where I
is the identity matrix.
Using a slight generalization of a result in [lo], we
can invoke the Generalized Multivariate Central Limit
Theorem [l]to show that the joint density of T ( g ; p )
converges to multivariate Gaussian as the number of
scatterers K tends to infinity. in both space and resolution. The mean and covariance of the process are

U2

= u,2/p.

T ( g ; p ) can also be shown to have independent
increments in resolution (i.e.
for p1 > pz >
P 3 , E{[T(zo,
Pl)--TkO, P 2 ~ 1 [ T ( ~ ~ P z ) - ~ P3)1*}
(LoI =
0). In this case, the clutter process T(g,, p ) is a Brownian motion process when viewed as a function of

+

PI.

The Brownian motion nature of T in resolution can
be exploited to provide a simple linear transformation
of the process which whitens the process in resolution.
Choose a set of resolutions p1 < . . . < pi < pi+l <
. . . < p~ where pi+l = pi + 6pi. The increments
process in resolution is formed by

and

T'(Eo;
pi) = T(Eo;
pi

+ bpi) - T(g0;pi)

(8)

with bpi > 0. This process has zero mean and is independent from resolution to resolution.
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Gaussian with distribution T
&
p = {pi,.. , p i 9 . .,~ n - 1 and
)~

Furthermore, by judicious choice of resolutions

.

{ p i } , the variance of the difference process T' can

be made constant from resolution to resolution. We
= y.
choose adjacent resolutions to satisfy
Under this latter condition, the resolution step size 6pi
can be easily shown to be

Pi

= qT'(E0;

- - h1

Detect ion Strategies
We will base our detection strategies on the increments process T'(g0; Our detection strategies will
exploit information provided by resolution. This information is, in fact, produced by the local spatial signature as it is incorporated into the resolution process.
The above developments motivate detectors which exploit the difference in the mean when either clutter
or cultural objects are present. The hypotheses under
test will be

e).

-

Go

Case 2: Statistics of Cultural Objects
Many man-made or cultural objects typically consist of a small number of large amplitude point scatterers. In the case of our multiresolution analysis, the
physical phenomena we wish to explore is the interaction of a small number of local prominent scatterers
and the interference patterns that result. The number of local prominent scatterers we wish to examine
are typically less than eight. Larger numbers tend to
make the SAR signature exhibit zero mean complex
Gaussian statistics [3].
We will reformulate the process to have a random and nonrandom component. The point scatterer
model will become

k=l

k=l

(y)]

Pi

This resolution sampling strategy is shown in Figure
2 for two choices of 7. The resolution sampling is
dense at fine resolutions and becomes sparse at coarse
resolutions. Define the vector of resolution increments
&
T = {T'(go,P I ) , . . . ,T'(go,p ~ - l ) )where
~
t denotes
is a complex Gaussian
vector transpose. Then
Ne(&7.21).
random vector with distribution

K'

Pi)}

K'

(9)
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with CEO= 7 4 1 .
We have chosen the composite test due to the severe variability of SAR signatures when collection geometry and object condition are not known. This is
opposed to choosing a specific object signature and
designing a matched filter to it. There does not exist
a uniformly most power test for the above composite
hypothesis. The optimal invariant test with respect to
scale and orthogonal transformations is the so-called
F test [2] where

The first term in Equation 10 will correspond to the
clutter model as outlined in Case 1. The second term
will correspond to an unknown set of prominent scatterers. The marks { U k } are deterministic but unknown. The spatial distribution of the prominant
scatterers is also assumed to be deterministic. T ( g ;p )
will be multivariate Gaussian with covariance as in
Case 1 (Eq. 5). The mean of the process is

where k," is the estimate of U," from surrounding cells
assuming no target is present, i.e.,

--

where zl,
. . . ,g, are locations within clutter. The
distribution of the test statistic is $l(go) F ( 2 ( N 1 ) , 2 M ( N - 1)) under Ho, and q ! q ( ; ~ ~ ) F ( 2 ( N
l),2 M ( N - 1);CEyl(p:/y~z)) under H I . Here
F(n,n)is the central F distribution with m and n
degrees of freedom. In addition, F(m,n;r]) is the noncentral F distribution with the same degrees of freedom and noncentricity parameter r). For the case of

In the same spirit as Case 1, we form a vector of
increments in resolution,
This process is complex

Go.
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large M ( N - l ) , the estimate of &.,” is almost exact.
The distributions become a scaled central chi-square
under HO and a non-central chi-square under H I .
An alternative test for the mean can be constructed
via the correlation coefficient between increments. For
clutter, the increments process is uncorrelated. However, when a cultural object is present, there will be a
nonzero correlation coefficent due to the presence of a
mean value. We construct an unnormalized autocorrelation test [4]

A target model was presented where a deterministic
but unknown set of point scatterers were added to the
marked point process clutter model. Two multiresolution detection strategies are proposed to detect cultural objects whereby the mean value of the objects
is not assumed known. An optimal invariant test and
a correlation test were explored and found to outperform a simple fine resolution energy detector.
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Our baseline test with which we compare the multiresolution test performance is an F test applied to
single resolution SAR image data at the finest resolution. This test is
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Figure 5: Empirical det&on
Pf
results for the
three detection strategies on synthetic data
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Figure 2: Change in resolution increment size
vs. resolution.
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